
Soundscape: 51 Holworthy Street

rewind // Big Willie Style //
just 

the two 
of us—

I hear the claw marks of loss
climbing off our front stoop, 
cussin                                         tearin up

the sides of
 the rock—

remember  the  fourth  of  July:
castles in the sky, tiny rockets 

crying over my Pops—

them stoop kids, I hear, 
grown now; slang street, 
cop snow 

groundhog’s March:
get shot 

clap back

our block 
had me hearin 

 
death 

at a young age—



*

the corner is bumpin     Summertime 

heat cracks wide-eyed smiles like
yolk on the street / somebody busts a hydrant  

& Holworthy swells up
drowns in

laughter        
I hear it

surge through my bedroom window—

speakers shudderin ‘gainst the wall / we didn’t 
hear them /

Duane’s hesitant hands / locked / hug the 
  hall door       

 
/ open the goddamn door! 

/ I think I hear a safety click 
back / steel raid on marble / 
our second 

     story: stone & glass 
screaming blue / I catch a       wish
purr in my mother’s chest,
feral breast heaving 
for the sirens to       stop!

else today mother us into song
for the late night / as if that kind 
of ‘luck’ is

a blessing (
a rickety ‘twang’
a red-metal storm
in the earth’s mouth
forever)—

R. Kelly’s I Wish
on repeat—



*

I hear laughter lapping 
everywhere––

Duante Duane Ty Me      

bouncing from mattresses 
to floor, to ceiling;

Playstation’s crystalline startup; 
the roar of us
tireless

challenging day 
to open & close;

what we made 
of careful youth 

all of us 

singing time 
to shelter home

our memories, our joy 
preserved: alive—



Evan Cutts is a 23-year-old Boston native, poet, journalist, and writing workshop facilitator. He puts 
his faith in Black joy, his mother, and writes about Blackness, Boston, and magic.
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Thank You For Participating!
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